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Terrorism Hits SINA Celebrates 20 Years
Close ToHome
were shopping at the market
shortly before the bombs exNews Editor
ploded.
"We were going to get coffee
Terry Rifkin '98 narrowly but decided not to," Rifkin exmissed last Thursday's Hamas plained. "As we were leaving on
suicide bombing of Jerusalem's the bus, ambulances and police
Ben Yehuda Street Market. cars rushed by. We soon found
Three suicide bombers set their out there was a bomb."
bombs off in the middle of the
Rifkin describes her immediafternoon in a crowded shop- ate reaction as "we have a guardping promenade killing five Is- ian angel."
raelis and injuring a further 180
President Dobelle compeople.
mented that "this was an act of
The disaster is the third sui- random terrorism murdering
cide bombing in Israel this year innocent people... We are cerand the twelfth since 1994. It tainly fortunate that Terry was
provides a stark reminder of the lucky."
hostility between Israelis and
"I've been on Ben Yehuda
Palestinians and serves as a Street countless times," said
clear indication of the flounder- Dobelle, "and I've always felt as
ing peace process.
comfortable [there] as I have
Rifkin and her roomate, anywhere in the world and it
Rebekah Ott, who are spend- really strikes home."
ing a year studying at the HeTheNewYorkTimes reported
brew University in Jerusalem,
see ATTACK on page seven
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER

BY ELIZABETH PERRY

Editor-in-Chief

Fi eslii i ten Arnre
BY JAMES VALERIO

News Writer

First-year Orientation has
long been an event to assimilate
members of the freshman class
into the Trinity community.
Orientation for the freshmen
class of 2001 started on Friday
August 29 and continued to
September 2.
Residential staff underwent a
week of training to prepare for
Trinity's comprehensive orientation program.
The diversity of this year's
class as compared to recent
years seems to be on the rise.
Trinity appears to be increasing
diversification on campus as
seen by the twenty-seven percent increase in minority enrollment. Specifically, 21
percent of the class of 2001 is
composed of students of color.
This is an improvement over the
previous year in which minority students only composed 15
percent of the student population. This year 508 students
were accepted into the freshman class of which 283 of were

THQMBACK

Broad Street was closed off on Sunday in order to make room
for SINA's 20th anniversary festival.

aons NeigaDornooQ
held a festival on Sunday, September 7th to celebrate 20
men (56%) and 225 were
years of service in the local
women (44%).
community. Throughout the
Vice-president of Enrollment
day, thousands of neighborManagement Christopher
hood residents enjoyed music
Small echoed the need for diverand food at this free, family
sification in class composition. event. Themoodat"Cityscape
"With the largest applicant pool
Celebration" was festive and
in Trinity's history, a total of
celebratory with people of all
4,104, [Trinity's] Administration
ages enjoying the activities.
had tight placement in the class
The celebration began with
of 2001," commented Small. workers setting up the stage
"We as an administration must
and doing sound checks early
meet the needs of a diverse col- Sunday morning. In order to
lege environment. With the
accommodate the 10,000 resiacademic, sports and ethnic re- dents expected to arrive
quirements needed for a truly
throughout the day, a section
integrated and diversified edu- of Broad street between, Vercation, spaces run out rather
non Street and New Britain
quickly."
Street, was closed to all veBesides the standard registra- hicles. President Dobelle
tion and check-in, orientation
kicked off the even t with a welwas full of activities and pro- come speech at noon. Several
grams to help freshmen get to other speakers talked to the
know their new classmates and
crowd about SINA and the 20
surroundings. The first day of years they were celebrating.
Freshman Orientation began
Because the majority of the'
with a speech by President
crowd was of Latino origin,
Dobelle welcoming new stu- most speeches and signs were
dents.
in Spanish. Music and festiviThis event was followed by ties continued until 7:00 PM
other activities such as dorm
when the celebration officially
barbecues and the 'Movie on the
ended.
see ASSESS on page seven

Trinity's S.ugby fields served
as a venue for the concert, where
a stage, sound booth and tents
were set up on the green. Qut-

with .local children and
danced with community
members.
SINA organized the aher-

tents

money and provide entertainment. Among these were a
Bookmobile sponsored by the
Hartford public library, face
painting, a Hartford Hospital
Health Education table, a register to vote table, OPU
(Organization Puer tor riquefios
UnidosX The Lions, a Latino fraternal organization and several
local restaurants and businesses selling food and drink.
The sound stage near Ferris
Athletic Center was the main
attraction of the day. Three
bands provided the main entertainment for the afternoon.
Headlining the concert was "El
Gran Combo" the world renowned 12-person salsa band.
The Puerto Rican natives have
been playing for over 30 years in
the Caribbean, North and South
America, Europe and the Far
East.
A large crowd began to
gather when the band started
playing at 5:00 PM. While the
expected 10,000 people were
not present, the fields were full
of picnickers, dancing couples
and children playing football
andfrisbee. The air was spirited
as Trinity students interacted

organizations Involved in the
local community, such as
Hartford Hospital, The Institute of Living and Trinity College.
The event was intended not
only to celebrate the 20th anniversary of SINA, but also to
highlight the revitalization
project recently launched in
the Frog Hollow area. A major part of rebuilding the
neighborhood around Trinity
is promoting pride in the
community "as a good place in
which to work, live and raise
a family," commented President of SINA Jose M. Perez.
SINA is one of the major
contributors and supporters
of the neighborhood initiative
of which Trmity is a part.
While the group originally
focused on "social betterment
programs," it has recently become more involved in changing and rebuilding the
neighborhood.
Trinity students present at
the festival showed enthusiasm for the event itself, but
disappointment in the small
student and faculty turnout.
see TRINITY on page seven
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Thanks toTrinity
Victoriano) and commend the
college as a whole for being so
I am writing to express my supportive.
Upon completion of the muappreciation for Trinity's help in
creating a mural with kids from ral, The Hispanic Health Counthe Hispanic Health Council. cil held an unveiling ceremony
The projec t was funded through and we all got to be on the news.
Jim Mullin's office, enabling us It was an unforgettable event. If
to purchase supplies and ar- you would like to see the murange transportation for the ral, it is located at the Hispanic
kids. Trinity Buildings and Health Council on 175 Main
Grounds donated paints and Street.
brushes and even helped transIn closing, I would like to
port the finished mural to the stress that there are many agenHispanic Health Council. The cies in Hartford working for the
staff at Austin Arts Center al- good of our community. We as
lowed us to use their resources students can combine our creand the college provided space ativity in order to collaborate
for us to work. We would like effectively with these agencies.
to.thank each individual who If you have an idea, don't hesihelped us along the way (Willy, tate to put it into effect. There
Curtis, Mike, Claude, Rociojim are a lot of people out there who
Mullin, Jerry Donavon, Elly will support you.
Jacobson, Pat Kennedy, David
Starkey, Jon Small, Gustavo Sincerely,
Remedi, Pablo Delano, and Tito Peter Sigrist '97
To the Editor:

What is Trinity College?
#5 party school, school of the year, #22 in the top 25 schools in the country? Some say
we are all of the above. In a statement released shortly after the ratings were published,
President Dobelle commented that the college fit well into all three categories. The
Admissions Office promotes the students and the school as primarily academic, but
with a hearty social life. Returning to Trinity after being away for 9 months, however, I
am not convinced this is the case.
What I see is Trinity students, myself included, partying with a vengeance outside
Vernon Hall on Saturday night. Then on Sunday, I see very few students attending an
event sponsored by SINA celebrating the neighborhood and changes that are beginning to take place as a result of a comprehensive revitalization project launched last
year. •
At a time when Trinity is throwing itself into a significant urban renewal program
designed to bring the college closer to its local community, Trinity students are concentrating more on having a good time than on participating in the new changes.
Princeton Review bases its rankings on interviews with students on campus. In contrast, the nominations for school of the year are based on administrative activities that
are particularly noteworthy.
People question why Trinity was placed in the top five with several large universities
that are clearly out of our league. The answer lies with the method Princeton Review
uses to decide on the rankings. Students. The ranking simply highlights the area Trinity students have made their highest priority. ,
The college has received much media attention recently praising its efforts to reach
out to the surrounding community. Further, administrators have used the neighborhood revitalization program as a source of great pride for the college, claiming students
will become involved in the Girls and Boys club and schools once the learning corridor
is completed. While students claim they truly will become involved and do care about
the community, the attendance at Sunday's event and other local gatherings show they
have no such intentions.
Trinity provides a huge num ber of opportunities for students, but only a precious few
rise to the occasion. Therefore, it is hand to argue the party school ranking or claim its
invalidity. I want to believe that this school is about more than drinking. I want to
believe students care, not only about academics, but the world beyond our walls. So far,
however, I have seen little that has convinced me to call up Princeton Review and tell
them they are dead wrong.
•

Campus Changes
We all came back to Trinity last week noticing various campus changes. Some things were new, others
were misplaced, and some people were irate about
some news. No more thinking. Here's your official
guide to what's good and bad about the campus
changes.
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Freshmen

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. TheTripod willnot publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
:
Letters may be submitted via:

FfJiN>i-Jn Line]

nif>0'207-25H.\

u.e

(fiof,J 2.97-2 .

1 AX

•CAMPUS MAIL:
•E-MAIL:
•CAMPUS NETWORK:

Box 702582
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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As (See If
By Jamie Griffith
Wow...what a week. Not only
did Trinity begin a new school
year; two of the world's most
recognizable women died. It all
began last Sunday morning
when this nation and much of
the world woke up to the news
of Princess Diana's death. I
couldn't believe it when 1 read
the news. I was half-asleep, sitting at the kitchen table, fumbling for the newspaper, when I
read the headline that said she
had died. I tossed the paper
aside and commented on the
trash that some newspapers
publish—that just wasn't something to kid about. It was only
then that I realized that I was
reading The New York Times.
After that I just sat in shock, trying to grasp the fact that "the
impossible" had happened.
Apparently, my reaction to
Diana's death was not at all
unique. The news was filled
with images of many griefstricken British swarming
Kensington Palace (Diana's
home) as soon as they heard the
news. Sunday morning, tributes to Diana from many of the
world's leaders came pouring
into Great Britain as the world
joined that nation in mourning.
The media covered every
minute of the events that followed during the subsequent
week. 1 have never seen such
thorough new;, coverage ot an

the media has over the people.
It is scary to think that an editor can choose to cover one
event and ignore another, causing the public to receive a
twisted idea of world events. If
this sounds crazy, think about
the OJ trial. The constant media coverage enlarged the importance of that story
tremendously. The people who
chose to run that item for
months on end forced it to become important news to the
American people by bombarding them with information (it
also caused many of the people,
myself included, to curse Judge
Ito for not closing the courtroom to cameras).
Early on in her involvement
with the royal family, the media
realized that Diana's story
would sell, so they capitalized
on it. Her life as a member of
the royal family was the subject
of media scrutiny not because
it was essential news, but because the news business came
to believe that the public could
never be satiated in their desire
to learn more about Diana.
They were not completely incorrect on this assumption, but
their quest for stories on inconsequential happenings robbed
Diana of any hope of privacy.
The thing that amazed me
most about the news coverage
of Diana's death was that it

her death was only the primary
news story for one day. There
was also a bombing on Ben
Yehuda Street, a common tourist shopping area in Jerusalem,
by three suicide bombers. The
bombing resulted in four deaths
and numerous injuries; included in the injuries were
Americans. In addition to this,
Israeli commandos invading
Lebanon were ambushed, leaving eleven soldiers dead and one
missing but presumed dead.
These stories all shared the
focus of media attention with
Diana, although there were no
large developments in her story.
Despite this, I can't say that I'm
surprised. 1 understand that, on
a whole, the people of the
United States are obsessed with
youth, beauty, and royaltythree traits which Diana embodied. In addition to this,
Diana was young and her death
was unexpected, adding only to
the American people's shock
and desire for more information.
We saw what seemed like
Diana finally getting her life together, and for the first time in
years, she truly seemed happy.
She was doing great humanitarian work and raising her sons,
and in the process she gained
even more of the world's love
and respect. When she died, we
wanted and needed to know
exactly what was going on to

Fire hazards. They seem to be everywhere this
year. Coming back early, I got to sit back and watch
other people returning. Let me tell you, nothing
beats waking up and walking down the Long Walk
to hear parents yelling at Buildings and Grounds
for telling them that lofts are illegal and will be
taken down. "Well then why are you selling them
on campus?" some furious father screamed out of
Jarvis. The justification is that lofts are a fire hazard. I don't know how exactly they are, but that's
the justification.
At the first hall meeting Jarvis had under the
Bishop, we wee informed that we cannot have water fountains in the halls because they are a fire
hazard. Water? Immediately, the thirty or so
people there started laughing or had their jaws drop
a good inch or so. If water Is a fire hazard, what
isn't?
Getting mad at the RA's in this situation, though,
is fairly useless. They're just doing their job.
Whether they agree with the rule or not is immaterial They're just the messengers in this case. The
same goes for B and G.
No, killing the messenger is never the solution.
These ludicrous fire "hazards" are a result of a longstanding trend in this country. The trend to overprotect people from their own stupidity. This trend
has developed in insurance companies and litigation for.the last ten or fifteen years. Oh,sureJarvis
very well could install water fountains in the halls,
but it's a fairly safe bet that if a fire broke out (even
one completely unrelated to the "hazards") insurance companies wouldn't cover the fire because of
the violation.
There have been a number of articles written recently on this same subject. In the New York Times

Thinking about this, I have
come to realize the power that

during an unusually busy news
week. Mother Theresa died, and

lated curiosity, we needed to say
goodbye to someone who had
become a part of our lives.
Princess Diana was an everyday name in my life, whether i
realized it or not. I was two years
old when she first appeared in
the news. From then on, her
name was in newspapers and
on televison on a regular basis
(albeit those newspapers were
usually The Star and The National Enquirer, and the television shows were generally
along the lines of Entertainment Tonight, but you need
something to do while waiting
on the supermarket checkout
line). Anyway, her name became synonymous with the
British royal family and unbelievable elegance. In the beginning her life was seen as a
Cinderella story, and then it
turned into a soap opera, but the
world followed it just like avid
fans follow Days oj Our Lives.
We waited to see what she
would do next and what she
would wear, but we also sympathized with her and took her
into our hearts.
It was this that created the
media circus of sensationalist
journalism with which Diana's
name is all too familiar. Our
hunger for information and the
media's (particularly sensationalist journalists) willingness to
provide that information were
primary causes in Diana's
death. The current onslaught of
news surrounding her death is
the result of almost two decades
of a constant media focus on
Diana's life. The world is getting
its final fix of Diana news. From
now on, the tabloid writers will
have to work a bit harder for stories, and after this week, so will
respectable journalists (myself
included).

products. For instance, a Batman cape has a warning explaining that it does not enable the wearer to
fly. This would be slightly less strange if Batman
himself could fly. Then there is the infamous
McDonald's label on their coffee warning us that,
yes, it is indeed hot.
In Atlantic Monthly a year or two ago there was
an article on why images of the "pretty small town"
don't seem to be prevalent any more. Imagine the
perfect little American town. Picture the stores
with signs hanging over the sidewalk, the residential area within walking distance. Nicely spaced
homes that don't crowd but are comfortably close.
According to the article, in the previous two sentences there are three insurance or zoning violations. Hanging signs are a hazard to pedestrians in
case the sign falls and hits someone on the head.
Houses have to be spaced fairly far from each other
to prevent a fire from spreading too far. Residential, areas cannot be too close to connnei-cial areas
for traffic reasons.
The funny tiling is that as a society, we have done
this to ourselves. The lawsuit craze has gotten so
out of hand that companies that want to protect
themselves have to protect their customers from
themselves. Insurance companies have decided to
tell us what we can and cannot have in our own
rooms, homes, neighborhoods, and so on. Big
Brother is watching and his name is Aetna.
So, when B and G and Campus Safety strolls into
your room unannounced to determine whether
your room is up to code or not, don't get mad at them.
That's useless. That's killing the messenger. Don't
kill the messenger, kill the king. Kill the insurance
companies. If we want to have our lofts, our water
fountains, and pur hanging store signs, we should
start, as a society, to not put up with idiotic and condescending rules. Don't pay an insurance company
that makes you take out an over-protective policy.
If they started losing money because their policies
were too stringent, I guarantee those policies would
be changed in an instant. If we really want to make
a change in the world any more we don't need another American Revolution, we need to hit people
where they'll really feel it.- Hit fem in the wallet.

HOW DID YOU SPEND YOUR
SUMMER VACATION?
JASPER HOWE-MCCARTY '99
NICK PARMAR '99

"We were rodeo clowns."

MATT WONG '00

"I broke my arm."

K-YUN STEELE '98

"I almost got lynched in
Greece."
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God in the Schools
To The Editor:
It's ironic. Connecticut's population is
one of the most "well-educated" in the
nation. Our state abounds in home
schools, church schools, public schools,
private schools, colleges and universities.
These schools are attended by a huge
cross-section of our population—from
small children to senior citizens. Over
the centuries, education in Connecticut
has become a very big industry!
Having graduated from Simsbury
High School and the University of Connecticut, I am largely a product of
Connecticut's education industry. So I
am qualified to write this message based
on personal experience.
As thousands of Connecticut citizens
prepare to return to school, I would challenge parents, students, and educators
alike: PLEASE BRING GOD BACK TO
OUR SCHOOLS by bringing Creationism back to our schools.
Evolution is not a scientific fact; it is a
theory. A theory that is especially convenient for people who do not want to
acknowledge that they are accountable
to a Living Creator every moment of
their lives. Read Darwin's original writ-

ings, and you'll find out how bizarre his
thinking and logic really were.
The truth is, there is abundant psychological, sociological, anthropological,
physical, and hard scientific evidence of
Creation for the person who is willing to
examine the facts with an open mind
and heart.
Out of eight years of high school and
college, I only remember two courses
that even acknowledged the existence of
God. Only two, out of dozens. And that
was in the 1970's. Today, God is even
more removed from education then He
was back then.
If the major purposes of education are
to teach truth and to prepare citizens for
"real life," then adding creation to the
curriculum and encouraging students to
seek a personal relationship with our
Creator is far more educational than
teaching Godless theories that drain students of hope, joy, purpose, and morality.
Sincerely,
Drew Crandall
Director
Fellowship of Companies for Christ of
New England
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Living up to expectations.

Protect the Rights of Welfare Workers
Welfare and Minimum Wage: Why All Workers Should Worry
sort of on-the-job training for the work cipients that the state must place in work
that they do. Politicians don't quibble activities next year has fallen since just
Last month, the Department of Labor about whether these workers are "em- last summer when the new welfare law
issued guidelines confirming that ployees," and-fortunately for most of us, was passed. As a result, states have more
workfare participants are covered under they don't threaten to reduce our pay money to spend on meeting work rethe Fair tabor Standards Act, which, simply because, we, are trained to perregulates the minimum: wag,erarvdoVefe ,time standards. But now certain law- actly what many members of Congress states flexibility to meet the new work
makers have voted for a proposal that, in are attempting to do to the most disad- requirements. The law allows at least
eight other activities to count as work, ineffect, would deny hundreds of thou- vantaged workers in our society.
Non-cash benefits received by welfare cluding vocational education and onsands of workfare participants the same
the-job training.
federal minimum wage and workplace workers should be counted as wages.
The reasoning here is that if these benprotections that other workers have.
These arguments should be cause for
Most Americans feel that welfare work- efits were tallied up, welfare workers grave concern to all workers, not just
ers should be treated fairly and should would earn more than the minimum workfare participants. Denying the
receive at least the minimum wage. But wage. This assumption is a drastic de- minimum wage to these workers would:
the issue has been clouded by arguments parture from how other federal work
1. Reduce overall wages. By allowing
that are misleading and unfair-not only programs are administered. No other a large segment of workers to earn less
to welfare workers, but to all workers. federal work program requires workers than the minimum the overall wage
to work at subminimum wages, or rou- floor would be reduced, creating a downConsider the following arguments:
Welfare workers are not performing tinely has employer-paid benefits ward trend for all workers.
2. Create unfair competition among
jobs, butare actually engagingin training counted as wages. In reality, reducing
wages to off-set noncash benefits would low-wage workers. Already, tens of thouprograms.
This argument assumes that welfare actually amount to a subminimum sands of workers are being displaced so
that employers can hire "cheaper labor"workers are not "employees" and should wage for these workers.
States can't afford to putlarge numbers -welfare recipients.
not receive at least the minimum wage
or be protected by basic workplace stan- of welfare recipients to work and still pay 3. Recreate the workplace inequities
dards. Instead, welfare workers fall into the minimum wage.
that were behind enactment of the Fair
some other vague, undefined category of
A closer look reveals that practically Labor Standards Act (FLSA) in the first
worker. This ignores the reality of the all states have ways to make the best of place-unfair competition by employers
current work-force. For example, work- the brave new welfare world without re- and among workers. This is exactly the
ers in virtually every job category and at sorting to an erosion of labor standards. problem that would be created by
alllevels of pay routinely receive some For starters, the number of welfare re- subminimum wage workfare programs.
To The Editor:

The proposal being considered by
Congress would do more than deny
these workers the minimum wage-it
would deny them the same employment
rights and protections that other work-

fal
merit discrimination and entirely wipe
out protections against discrimination
based on gender or religion. It would also
offer no recouse to these same workers if
they were sexually harassed or exploited
on the job.
To truly change welfare as we know it,
politicians must rid themselves of the
perception that welfare workers are
charity cases. They are not. They are
men and women who, like most of us, are
working to make a living. It is incumbent on lawmakers and employers to offer training for these workers in basic job
skills, and to regard them as productive
members of society. Providing them
with the same wages and workplace protections as other workers takes a vital
first step in this direction.
Sincerely,
Truth Freemyn
National Assoaciation of Working
Women
Sara Rios
National Employment Law Project

Reforming U.S. Politics
Do you like to
Complain?
Make People Listen.
Write for the
Opinions Section.
Call Jamie or Sara
at x2589 for info.
To the Editor:

5. Rebuild our job base and put our
people back to work.
This coming November, Connecticut
6. Make our public schools the finest
residents shall vote for their local politi- in the country.
cians and determine who shall lead lo7. Stimulate the growth of small busical governments in our cities and towns nesses.
esses.
the next two years.
8. Develop and intelligent, supportive
Before voting, it is important for us to relationship between government and
know where our candidates stand on business.
.
critical issues. Following is the Reform
9. Keep our budget balanced.
Party check list for all candidates. Before
10. Pay off our debts.
casting our vote, we must ask local canConnecticut's municipal elections are
didates their specific plans to:
very important. Who wins determines
1. Get rid of waste, fraud and abuse in the quality of government Connecticut
local government.
residents receive the next two years.
2. Develop a tax system that is fair,
3. Dramatically reduce crime and vio- Truly Yours,
.
lence throughout Connecticut.
Marianne Phillos
4. Get rid of illegal drugs.
Connecticut Reform Party
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Parking Battle Begins Anew
i
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SGA Outlines Its Agenda
BY DANA PROYECT

News Writer

Campus Safety Director Brian Kelly tickets an illegally parked
vehicle on Vernon Street.

THOM BACK

Trinity students began moving back into their home away
from home last week. The usual
sights of U-Haul trucks, overloaded station wagons parked
on lawns, bursting boxes and
suitcases and dusty old couches
being hauled into dorms marks
the yearly exodus from various
points around the country and
the world to our small academic
haven.
These moving-in vehicles
transformed the campus into a
virtual parking lot last week.

cessfully appealed and are not
deterred by tickets or parking
regulations.
Admitting that he may have
been too easy on parking violations in recent years, Brian Kelly
explained that""rules are rules"
and that Trinity is "not having
students sign the back of the
vehicle registration form for
nothing this year."
Some students are already
aware of the tight enforcement
policy. Last week, five vehicles
were towed on the first day from
the Seabury lot and the south
side of Vernon Street despite
three messages warning students to move their cars. More-

Safety has started to tightly enlorce the college's parking regulations.
"We do plan on being harsh
with parking," warns Director
of Campus Safety Brian Kelly.
"Parking will be a big issue this
year, even bigger than alcohol."
The practice of parking enforcement during the last few
years has given students the
false impression that the rules
are just there for show This year,
however; campus safety will be
much less lenient. Many students expect to have tickets suc-

Trinity some leeway last week take
ke care of you with our own
for cars parked on Allen Place shuttle system, you needn't have
but have now warned that "the a car here."
rules are back in full force" and
Considering possible deterwill now begin to actively ticket rents forstudents who continuand tow illegally parked cars.
ally break parking rules, Brian
With the completion of the Kelly explained that students
new dormitory and student who accrue more than 10 violacenter, 10-15 extra parking tions might be precluded from
spaces have been made avail- bringing their cars to Trinity. "If
able which is likely to provide somebody has broken a rule ten
"some limited easement of times, even if it's a parking rule,
parking."
then there should be some kind
However, Campus Safety of penalty and that penalty is
would like to remind students probably going to be: take your
that parking is always available car home."

BY TIMOTHY StorovER

News Editor

in the Broad, Vernon and Ferris
(near Broad Street) lots. These
areas are closely monitored by
campus safety officers and students are encouraged to make
use of them. Campus shuttles or
campus safety are always available to take students back to
dorms or other parts of the campus.
The Student Handbook states
that "first-year students are not
permitted to bring cars to campus." Kelly explained, "it seems
that every year more and more
freshmen come in with exigent
circumstances requiring their
having a car here... We have for
the first time refused some of

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Cornell Newspaper Causes Uproar Over Ebonics
Recently, a student newspaper at Cornell published a fictitious course description
rendered entirely in Ebonics. One line of which read, "Da white man be evil an he tryin to
keep da brotherman down." This incident touched off a substantially negative response
from the administration and student body. Two hundred copies of the paper were burned
and Cornell's administration criticized the newspaper's writers for "race-baiting and
stereotyping," Student response was just as passionate, as some called for a "speech code" to
be implemented.
- Issues &Views Winter 1997

Best Wired Colleges
Colby college recently gained recognition when USA Today reported that the college
had been ranked by Yahoo! Internet Life among the nations top-25 "best wired" colleges and
universities in its May issue. Northwestern University, MIT and Emerson College were ranked
as the top of schools making the best use of computers and the Internet. Colby joined
Middlebury as the only NESCAC colleges in the. top 25. Other schools included on this list
were Dartmouth, RPI, Carnegie Mellon, Princeton, Case Western, Pomona, UC Berkeley, Reed
and Cal Tech.
- Earl Smith, Colby, Summer 1997

The Student Government Association's purpose is to
increase the interactions between students and faculty by
bridging the communication gap between them. "When
things happen on this campus, we are better able to
represent the students and have their opinions voiced in all
the decisions that are made," SGA President Bill Mahony
'99 says.
SGA's main project for this year is to devise a new
housing lottery and present it to ORL with the help of Vice
President for Student Services James Mullen acting as a
liaison. SGA formed a committee of students to get their
input about the lottery and to come up with a version of
the lottery that the students want. "I think they [ORL] have
to take our consideration into account," says Mahony. SGA
Vice President, Darrick Mello, '99 adds, "after all, it is our
lottery and we are working toward the same goal and we
have the backing of everyone involved."
As for the uniqueness of the President and Vice
President being juniors as opposed to seniors, Mello responds
enthusiastically, "we have a fresh outlook. We are not going
on past precedent. We are going to do what we feel has to
be done and what students are calling for us to do. This is
our school and the SGA wants to address issues that the
school cares about. I want as much student input as we can
possibly get"
Mahony is "looking forward to a great year." To kick
off this year, SGA and the President's Office are cosponsoring
the grand opening of the new Vernon Center on Friday,
September 12th from 5:00 PM to 2:00 AM where there will
be free food, music and fun.

Decolonization Hits Trinity
Monday, September 8,1997, a reception was held to kick
o{{ the beginning ot the Decolonization Series. This is a
Ji .
pg
_geared
at describing the colonization and decolonization of
different cultures around the word. This reception featured
the exhibition of art work by Jocelyn Schneider '99 who
was responsible for designing the graphics for this project.
The art can be seen at the Mather Art Space.

Minor Change SnAicohol Policy
The only change to Trinity's policy on alcohol this year
states that "outside organizations, individuals or businesses
will not in any way advertise the availability or sale of
alcoholic beverages in any area of the Trinity College
campus." Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly, referred
specifically to the advertisement of "beer nights or alcohol
nights for Trinity students and that they not use our bulletin
boards for any purposes advertising alcohol."
Kelly used the example of Gotham Lounge, now out of
business, to illustrate the situation which he hoped to avoid
in the future. "[They] would hire students to plaster these
obnoxious pieces of paper with scenes of students, usually
involving males and females, and the availability of pitchers
of beer for a penny... They really heavily inundated the
freshmen dormitories which was also very bothersome."
Kelly cited their defiance of Connecticut's drinking laws
and indicated that if any such advertisements appear on
campus this year, "we just plan on sending them a courteous
letter saying please don't do it again."
This new policy comes only a few months after last
April's Jeep Cherokee accident in which "underage"
members of the Women's Lacrosse Team hit a telephone
pole while driving back from "an hour of drinking and
having fun."

Inferno At Vernon HaIS
Last Friday, the Hartford Fire Department responded to
a mattress fire in the hallway of Vernon Hall. "Somebody
had discarded the mattress outside in the hallway,"
explained Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly. "Somehow
it caught fire. It wasn't spontaneous combustion, somebody
may have thrown a cigarette on it, we're not sure. There
was a lot of smoke," Kelly added/' but no real damage."
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Despite Numbers Disciplinary Problems Down
When asked to what he atinclude any actions that re- any deeper problems such as difference in the enforcement
sulted from academic viola- alcohol abuse which may be the of the school regulations in first tributed this improvement
News Editor
tions or cases involving sexual impetus behind their destruc- year halls in comparison to up- Dean Peters said, "Trinity is reassault, incidents which are tive behavior," said Dean Peters. perclassmen residences. How- ally becoming more of a comOf all the students who were ever, he commented that this munity, one in which we are
The Dean of Students Office handled by other committees.
recently compiled and is in the
The 121 cases involved 163 disciplined, 101 individuals difference would account for holding students to a higher
process of distributing a sum- male students (86.2%), 26 fe- (53.4%) were members of the only a small percentage of standard of behavior. We are
mary outlining the nonaca- male students (13.8%), and 127 Class of 2000. The placement cases, thus; it would not cause a letting them know that they are
demic disciplinary actions that of these cases (67.2%) occurred of the other classes is as follows: large enough difference that the accountable for their actions
occurred during 1996-1997. in residences as compared to the Class of 1999, 40 students position of any one class would and it is the staff as well as individual students being more
This information will be re- 62 cases (32.8%) which oc- (21.2%); Class of 1998, 25 stu- be significantly altered.
When asked how last year's willing to actually report situleased to the student body as curred outside of residence dents (13.2%); Class 1997,23 stuwell as the faculty through halls. Also, the two regulations dents (12.2%). Dean Peters student behavior compares to ations that are causing things to
Campus Mail. The data was repeatedly violated were #1 attributed the difference be- previous years, Dean Peters said improve. So while the numbers
compiled from reports sent to with 47 cases (24.9%) and #20 tween these figures in part to that he thought that things may seem to be up, in reality, if
the Dean of Students Office with 48 cases (25.4%). These the "testing" of boundaries and were actually improving on the rules had been enforced as
stringently as they are being
from resident assistants, camenforced now five or ten years
pus safety, as well as individual
"Five to ten years ago things were much worse. Phrases such as ago, you would see that their
students. These cases were
been an improvement of
tracked and the information
'anything goes' or 'boys will be boys' could be used to describe the has
behavior on campus."
was then compiled by Dean Pebehavior on campus. There were kegs in the residences, there was This is the first year that any
ters.
more
dorm damage and the behavior was more destructive."
end of the year disciplinary staThis is the first year that any
tistics have been published.
statistics concerning disciplin- Dean Peters
"Generally cases are not publiary actions are being published.
cized or are confidential such as
There were 121 cases forwarded
to the Dean of Students Office, regulations are defined by the personal limits which is in- campus. "Five to ten years ago in the case of incidents involva number which also incorpo- Student Handbook as "harass- volved in the first year of col- things were much worse. ing individuals," said Dean Pera tes some cases reported to the ment, physical or other abuse, lege. "This testing usually Phrases such as 'anything goes' ters. "However, this is not a new
Office of Residential Life. or physical assault of any per- results in a lot of cases occur- or 'boys will be boys' could be initiative. Our hope is to help
These cases involved non-aca- son (rule #0" and "violation of ring in the first few weeks and used to describe the behavior on people learn the scope of what
demic violations as defined by the alcohol policy and regula- involves predominately first campus. There were kegs in the is happening on campus as well
year students as they try to ad- residences, there was more as the college's response to these
the Trinity College Student tions (rule #20).
Handbook. They resulted in 205
The role that alcohol use just to the independence of col- dorm damage and the behavior violations. Our goal is that by
informing the school commupenalties being imposed on 189 seems to have played in these lege life. Many cases involve was more destructive."
students and 16 organizations. incidents is significant in that freshman usually being origiHowever, Dean Peters went on nity on the current disciplinary
Of the 205 penalties imposed 154 of the 205 cases (75.1%) in- nally cited for noise complaints to say that he thinks that the problems, we could stimulate
eight were suspensions which volved it. "We want to know if which, upon investigation by overall behavior on this campus even more community involveare permanently noted on stu- alcohol is involved in incidents Campus Safety, are the result of is improving even though the ment and hopefully stop some
dent transcripts and 57 were not in order to increase the pen- illegal [alcohol] parties in their number of disciplinary cases of the incidents from becoming
censures which may be perma- alty, but to help the individual. rooms."
are up. "I definitely think things a serious problem. In this way,
nently or temporarily recorded Students have to take responsiDean Peters went on to say are improving. Individual stu- hopefully, we could stop incion students' records. However, bility for their actions, however; that the increased supervision dents now file complaints dents from happening on Frithese statistics represent only we do not just want to penalize. and staff in freshman dormito- against other students which day night instead of having to
c.\e,§4i. them up on Monday
non-academic disciplinary "We would like to help counsel ries, i.e. RAs and academic menmeasures. These figures do not the student m o r d t e , J
**i>$i;**"W**v "if
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Save another

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$50
cash back*

Color StyleWriter" 4100
NOW $ 2 2 2 " BEfO«E REBATE

$300
cash back*
Power Macintosh* 6500/250
32/(,GB/i2XCD/Multlple Scan 15AV
La/Zip Drive/Ethemet/Kbd
Now $2,376 (or $4S/month)** BEFORE REBATE

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

$200
PowerBook* 140005/133
16/1GB/8XCD/I2/11.3" DSTN display

cash back*

Now $1,959 (or $37/month)** BEFORE REBATE

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that Sets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save'big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

For more information visit
Student Computing Services - MCEC 115 X2007
or contact Apple Campus Direct at
1-800-877-4433 or http://campus.apple.com

$100
cash back*
Power Macintosh' 4400/200
i6/2GB/8XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2
Ethernet/Kbd
Now$«,7S« (or $3Vmonth)** BEFORE REBATE
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New Students Assess
First Few Days At Trinity
Orientation meets with mixed reviews
continued from page one
Quad.' Other activities included in the
Orientation program were Playfair, the
class picture and social programs such
as In the Dark.'
One Freshman, Adam Karp, a resident
of Elton, was enthusiastic about the
weekend. "This school is full of positiye
energy. It [the orientation] was coolsome of the activities were fun and others seemed a little uninteresting. .But

resentatives from the Class of 2000
about a remedy for this situation. Glenn
Williams, Vice-Present of the Class of
2000, made the suggestion of an earlier
orientation as a possible solution. "It may
be possible to have the students come a
week earlier to go through the activities
and have them not be broken up by
sports or other commitments."
Not all responses to freshmen orientation were so positive. Jennie Noakes'01

"This School is full of positive energy. It [The
orientation] was cool... some of the activities were
fun and others seemed a little uninteresting. But
overall, it was a helpful weekend."

- Adam Karp '01
overall, it was a helpful weekend." Karp
went on to discuss the haven he has discovered on the Trinity campus. "I live just
five minutes from this school and yet I
still feel the change stepping foot on this
campus. There is so much positive energy here—I hope 1 never have to leave,"
he said.
Many student-athletes were not able
to fully participate in many of the activities that took place on Trinity's campus
over orientation weekend due to scheduling conflicts. This is a situation which
has been discussed by members of the
administration in the past and is currently being addressed. Last spring,,
Band provides entertainment for the public at
continued from page one
Katie Brierly '98 was present for the
entire afternoon and felt positive
about her interaction with the community. Not only was it "the first time
[she] had walked down Broad street
alone," but she also got to talk to residents in Spanish, play with local children and learn dance moves from
several of the audience members at the
concert. Brierly commented on the
event, "it is really important for Trinity to see the local community, especially the Latin community because it

\i'\i\\
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is such a btg family. If students see the
beauty of that relationship, they may
be more willing to reach out to residents and become involved with the
neighborhood"
David Werner '98 also agreed that the
festival "successfully made an outreach
to the community." However, he felt
representation from the campus was
lacking. Weiner remarked "this was a
great opportunity for Trinity to reach
out to the community, and it's too bad
more students and faculty did not use
the chance to become more involved."

Terrorist Group Claims
Responsibility For Attack
continued from page one
that the group claiming responsibility
for the attack was an offshoot of the militant Islamic group Hamas called "Martyrs' Brigade for Freeing Prisoners."
A Hamas communique" indicated that
the bombing was a response to Israeli
rocket attacks on a Lebanese city last
month and Israel's punitive actions
against the Palestinians.
Immediately sealing Palestinian borders following the attack, Prime Minis-

the streets... We see Arafat and his security people, who are supposed to fight
them, hugging and kissing the m... we are
not ready to continue in this way."
This bombing occurred a mere five
weeks after the July 30 suicide bom bing
of Jerusalem's Mahane Yehuda market
in which 15 people were killed and 170
injured. Coincidentally, History Professor Samuel Kassow was on a bus which
was stopped immediately outside the
market when those bombs exploded.

"this was an act of random terrorism murdering innocent
people... we are certainly fortunate that Terry was lucky."
-President Dobelle
ter Benjamin Netanyahu described the
bombing as a failure of Palestinian
Leader Yasir Arafat to "combat" terrorism. Netanyahu, whose 1996 election
pledge was "peace with security," added
that the peace process could not continue as long as Israelis "get blown up in

"People are very upset about the
bomb," elaborated Rif kin, "upset, angry,
and frustrated."
President Dobelle plans to travel to Israel later this year adding that "the way
you let terrorists win is by not going, and
I can't allow that."

l'i ciidc-at D o b e U e a s k e d a n u m b e r o l i t n

said, "I felt that every minute of our day
was booked and there was no time to just
hang out with people."
Also, Lizzie Chua '01 commented that
"pre-orientation activities should not
exist because people then come into orientation knowing some of their classmates while others don't. I think
orientation should happen first that way
everyone comes in on a more level playing field and then they can decide if they
want to go on a trip later."
However, Liisa Jackson '01, a resident
of North Cam pus, commented that "orientation weekend was very laid back,
which made settling in and getting in\o\ y't-d happen quiti easily

Uecni-Kyu Karate Academy
Located Conveniently at 1841 Broad St.
Now offering day and evening classes for men and
women, with special low stu dent rates.

Call 241.9155 today or stop by anytime!
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Trinity: Academic Institution or Endless Party
B Y ELIZABETH ROHFRITCH

News Writer

This year, Trinity College has
been included among the notables on several lists, creating,
in the words of President
Dobelle: "...an interesting week
for Trinity in terms of national
attention."
Beginning with the recently
published 1998 edition of The
Best College for You guide by
Time magazine in conjunction
with the Princeton Review,
Trinity received top honors as
one of six institutions (and the
only liberal arts college) highlighted for honorable mentions.
Florida A and M University was
chosen as College of the Year,
with one of the six honorable
mentions going to Trinity.
The criterion for recognition,
according to the panel of editors
who made the selections included schools that are "...trying
out bold and innovative ideas"
to advance the cause and accessibility of higher education. Regarding. Trinity,
Time/
Princeton Review writes:
"Trinity's leading role in a $175
million initiative to revitalize
thesurrounding urban community, Frog Hollow, led Allen
Splete to cite this liberal arts
college as exemplary."
Trinity was, once again, included in the U.S. News and
World Report as one of the nations top 25 liberal at ts colleee.s, A. list) that Ste«fot*i*'tf\Yt»«jil 4'
unchanged from the one that
was published last year. The top
ten list of colleges from last year
remain in fluctuating positions
within the top ten this year.
Swarthmore retains it's former
#1 spot from last year, and is followed by Amherst, Wellesley,'
and Williams in succession.
Trinity has dropped from #21 to
#22 on the list, flanked on either side by Colgate and
Hamilton.
U.S. News and World Report,
in calculating an institution's •
overall standing, no longer
rounds to the nearest one-tenth
but rather to the nearest whole
number. Consequently, there
are numerous ties on the 1998
list. Six schools are ranked at
#8, three at #14, two at #18, and
three, including Trinity, that
come in at #22.
The "US. News and World Report usesseveralcriteria to rank
schools including one in which
the school's academic reputation is calculated based on a 4.0
scale. Trinity comes in at a 3.1
on this scale, with Swarthmore,
Amherst and Williams each
scoring at 3.9. Trinity's faculty
resources rank for 1998 is 22,
compared to 27 last year, our financial resources rank went
from 20 to 19, and the alumni
gift rank from 48 to 30. Our student acceptance rate improved
dramatically, going from 57%
from last year to 46% for this
year.
Finally, there is the "student
selectivity rank," which is based
on a combination of factors
such as test scores, high school
class standing, and acceptance
rate. Trinity scores a 38 in this
category, and, in the words of
Linda Campanella, Vice President for Marketing and Public
Relations, "we are requesting

Linda Campanella states in a
information and data from US.
News and World Report ana- recent all campus e-mail:
lysts that might help us better "Trinity's inclusion on this list
makes no sense, a conclusion
understand this result."
Amid all of this extremely that is apparent in some of the
positive recognition for the col- media coverage of the rankings
lege, Trinity is also facing a more yesterday and today. Nevertheambiguous reputation as one of less, this sort of media attention
the nation's top five "party clearly is not the kind we see,
schools." On the Princeton desire or celebrate, and we will
Review's list of party schools, deal with the consequences."
Dean Ronald Spencer claims
found in The 1998 Guide to the
Best 310 Colleges, Trinity ranks that he is "...not sure what these
#5 on a list that includes West ratings mean." He points out
Virginia University, University that while many are upset over
of Wisconsin-Madison, State Trinity's "party" reputation, the
University of New York Al bany, two schools that were listed as
and University of Colorado- distinctly nonparty institutions, Wellesley and Mount
Boulder.
Reaction to this publication Holyoke Colleges, were just as
has been both widespread and put out by their categorization
varied, including a satirical in the other direction; and he
"Engelhart" cartoon published feels that the recent hype about
in The HartfordCou rant depict- Trinity's party scene is merely a
ing two Trinity students walk- "passing squall."
ing past the Chapel and into a
Spencer, who has been asso(fictional) on-campus micro- ciated with the college for over
brewery.
thirty years, feels that often the

students who party the hardest
work the hardest. While he understands that there have always been those individuals
who "take advantage of the liberties available to them at college and violate the rights o[
other students," he is also quick
to point out that such a thing
happens to some degree on every campus.
Professor Francoise Weaver,
of the Modern Languages department, points out that her
9:00 AM classes suffer because
students are either absent or
falling asleep from too much
"fun" the night before. "1 like
students to party," she states,
"but I have no tolerance for
drinking to excess."
Many students feel that Trinity does have an active party
scene, but is nowhere near the
big universities that accompany it on the list. One student
pointed out that UCONN's last
spring weekend was wild

enough to make the headline
news, while Trinity's remained
"in control."
A senior was quoted as saying, "that is what makes Trinity
great. You are free to do what
you want. One can maintain
his option to party."
Newcomer Joshua Freemire
'01 admits to having had a
"pretty good time" so far. "The
party scene here is definitely
alive. If it keeps up, that's cool.
Everybody seems to work hard
all week and plays on the weekend."
President Dobelle reacted less
severely to the news than many,
by saying: "We were recognized
as one of the top twenty-five liberal arts colleges in the country,
one of the top five places to have
a good time, and now as one of
the top schools in terms of outreach to the less privileged. It's
a wonderful balance that is
making Trinity a very unique
institution in America."
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Breto's Welcomes Back Trinity Students And Wishes Them A
Successful Year!

Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334
(860)278-4527

Pizzas
Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Topping ....$ .50
Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread
$ 3.50
Topping ...$2.50 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Chef Salad...
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Specialty Pizzas
S

L

Sheet

$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

Red Veggie Design . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

W h i t e Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc,

Cajun Shrimp Pie.

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions xoith a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami.
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef

Oni&nsj'^&pfmm^^ehiU'peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour creanirtmtiUam • ••.

and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Ravioli
.,
Stuffed Shells
Manicotti.
Lasagna
Chicken Parmesan.
Calzone
Fettuccine Alfredo
•
Garden Pasta.
Beef and Peppers
Steak on a Stick

•

$7.50
$7.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$7.50
$7.50
$6-00
$6.95
$6.95
$7.50
$7-50

Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese ..
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$8.00 Plenty for two!

Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey.
.
Max's Pasta Alexandria
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi
Shrimp on a stick
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp
Linguine Mediterranean
Oriental Chicken Mazen
Blackened Chicken

.$7.95
$7.95
$8.50
$7.50
$7.95
$6.95
$7.50
$7.50

2 Large Pizzas

Large Pizza

Small Pizza

Any Calzone

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 taxincl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodaj
Only $10 taxincl.
278-4334

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334 .

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

FREE can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
278-4334
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2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334 ;

E.

Call in Your Order --Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday &. Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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What's Up On Trinity's Campus?
Junior Fellovus...Our Friends Or Our Foes?
doing in Hartford.
I remember talking with a
Trinity College alum from the
class of 1991 who told us of the
days when kegs were allowed in
freshman dorms. In fact, that

couple of students getting held
at gunpoint at Middlebury or
Williams (where the alcohol
policy is fully enforced). The
administration is probably
pretty smart and they have

routine in upcoming articles in
order to combat their disciplinary efforts. Maybe their schedule will look something like
this:

BY BRANDON BARNES
Features Columnist

How Bizarre. Number five in
the nation.. .that's right, only
four spots behind Swarthmore,
right? Wrong-Trinity College
has ranked four spots behind
West Virginia University in the
category of "Good Time". For
Trinity's administration, The
Princeton Review really kicked
this school's butt by ranking us
among-the top 10 party schools
in the nation. Everyone is pretty
sick of hearing about it, but it
was cool for the first few days
when friends and family joked
about it.
However those rankings are
going to change more than the
number of your buddies who
will want to come down to visi t
get you Duste
you this semester. Trinity will
see many of the reactionary ended only as recently as two surely thought of the consemeasures by our school in order years ago. Oh my, how Trin Trin quences of a strict alcohol
to keep our prestigious US News has changed. Before you know policy which is evident by the
& World Report ranking close it we might actually have real fact that we aren't arrested for
to t\ie test of the schools we play rules like other schools.. Hpv
ltjajngrs. Hoyrevert danfootball against.' Supposedly,
'
" ?tfe avoided.
this year the school is out on a march into our cozy little colThis brings us to something
mission to crack down on its lege town like the other schools new that has been implemented
infamous leniency with that do. This brings up a huge argu- at Trinity for the 1997-98 season:
golden nectar of the gods which, ment: Shouldn't alcohol con- the junior fellows. I haven't had
keeps Trinity social life alive. sumption be the least of our any trouble from these guys yet
The glory days may be ending.. worries on campus? If the worst and they might be really cool,
OH yes, Campus Safety is not tiling that Trinity- has to deal but I don't think they were hired
afraid to call the big bad Hart- with is some drunk sophomore to be our friends, and they have
ford Police to break up a bunch breaking a chair on the quad, access to every student's room
of preppy kids drinking cans oE then the school has done a on campus. They even have
Red Dog. It's not like there is damn good job. I don't remem- peepholes on their doors that alanything else for the cops to be ber hearing anything about a low them to snoop without you
even knowing it. Be afraid, be
very afraid.
This kind of reminds me of
the vice principal they hired at
my high school. At first she
tried to act really nice, but eventually we found out the hard
way that she was hired purely
for disciplinary reasons. We'll
see what happens. If they get
out of hand I might have to post
an activity log of their daily

ArcYows

8. Creative
3. Cuddly
3. Funny
«l. Wild At Heart
5.
6. Fearless
7. .Quirky
&• Bored aad have
nothing better to do
with your time

I/So:
Write /or Features!
Call Linda or .full
at theTripod O/jfice,
xZSSl

-•'

Junior Fellow Evening:
7:00 Brush teeth and put (alcohol free) gel in hair
7:30 Stop by Sam's for some
JOJOs ,
&00 Stop by Aristocrats for
.(lost sight of JF)
8:48 Break up group of Freshman between Frobb and Little
for possession of Colt 45
9:00 Investigate herbiferous
emanations coming from
Wiggins
9:05 Feel really stupid for disturbing an artist smoking a cigar
9:30 Stop at Underground
Coffeehouse for cup of Joe
10:00 Investigate loud music
in Cook
10:05 Feel really stupid because everyone was completely
sober
10:30 Attempt to write up
some athletes drinking in High
Rise
10:35 Feel Really Stupid because athletes are 2 years older
than Junior Fellow

Hopefully the junior fellow
will follow their schedule every
evening, therefore we will know
when to put our beers behind
the couch. However, the question that now arises: Who will
watch the junior fellows? It's
kind of like that drug dealer cop
who busts people for possession
of narcotics. I think we deserve
to know some credentials about
these guys. If I'm going to get
written up for holding Sammy
Adams I want to know that I am
getting written up by someone
cool. . .someone who wears
North Face.
For now we can all feel safe.
Trinity is relatively safe, and
Campus Safety is on our side.
Until the day when we can trot
down to Campus Pizza and chill
with our friends on Broad
Street, we are pretty much going to do whatever we want regardless of the consequences.
And "while this Princeton Review business is still fresh in the
minds of Trinity College Public
Relations, it might not be a bad
idea to throw those empty beer
bottles in the garbage (not the
quad) in order to put the administration and prospective parents of future students at ease.
You will be thankful Spring
Weekend when you get to drink
while a mounted policeman
W3.tch.es. It is, .possible for the
student's to wofte'^wifh the
school on this one.
As of now, The Princeton Review is giving Trinity the reputation of being a great school to
party at. When a high school
student applies to Trinity he/
she will now think "good school
that is fun", which is why we are
here, right? This scares the administration, but isn't it better
than the label "good school that
is dangerous"? The junior fellows might be the least of our
worries, but I still feel a little
uninformed. I wish we could
get a full page bio in the next issue of The Tripod, so we can feel
close to these guys. We can
learn what they like to do in
their spare time, where they live
or what their extension is. For
now, I'd look behind your shoulder at night (especially along
the lower long walk). Rock On.
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The Forgotten Fun Of
Our Freshmen Year

Cosmo
dawumant Canm
"Poor Vapa Paradisiac Y)OS passed on. Taking bis
place is\)is seeing-eye bog, Cosmo. He seesall

M

SCORFIO

OCT23-NOV2I
The hottest sign of all is back! You
are wild, you are full of passion, and
full of life. So why are you so glum? It's
time to let go of the summer and start
living the fall. That former flame is
thousands of miles away and that's
where they should stay. Open your
eyes and maybe you'll see that there's a
bunch of people who'd like to take
their place.

i

You are one hot dog! But be sure you
don't get carried away trying to prove
something everyone already knows
about you. Be comfortable enough
with yourself to let someone else be in
the spotlight this week, or else you
might lose someone you never really
knew you had. This weekend there
will be plenty of time to get the attention of that person you've been ogling.

t

NOV22-DE.C2I
They should call you the honorary
mascot of late night. You've got three
months left after this one and already
that bar stool at the Tap is getting uncomfortable. But there are more important things in store for you than
pitchers of Natty Light. This is a good
month for you to make physical
changes. Be bold, be beautiful, but remember- piercing your tongue could
be more of a hassle than a new you.
CAPRICORN

TAURUS
APR 20 - MAY 20

SAGITTARIUS-i

GLMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

Your wicked other half has been getting you into trouble lately. Have fun
with this new found side of yourself,
feel free to let go a little more even, but
don't overdo it. You don't want to be at
the top of everyone's gossip list do you?
I've even heard a few stories about you
myself, and believe me, for your sake I
hope they aren't true. Relax a bit and
you will see improvements to both
sides of your life.
s.

CANCER

DE.C22-JAN I?
You started the semester off with a
pat on the back. And then came the
person you thought you could never
.find,,Yau.had the crush, you-talked to.
the crush, and now the crush is yours.
Already this semester has proved to be
a very amorous one. A little romance
seems to be blowing your way and it's
about time. This one could be the
bulls-eye, just be careful about that
bunk bed. Two people weren't meant
to share it and falling down could hurt.

In the week ahead an interesting
change may take place in your personal life. Don't distress. Things al-

k i

l

h

life without regret this week and yOu
will be one happy human being. Look
forward to this weekend when you
will shine, and I don't mean your complexion. Put on those dancing shoes,
love may be in the air...somewhere.

AQUARIUS

LMO

JAN 20 - f E.5 18

JUL23-AUG22

You've already had a good start and
the semester is out of control, in a good
way. You are the ultimate party favor
but lately you've been feeling a little
down and a little confused. Letting go
of a former flame is pretty hard when
they're always around. Good things are
in store for you whenever you are ready
to find them. Just remember, as tasty
as grain alcohol may be, it's only a temporary fix to feeling better. •

Your inner wildness shows through
this week as you make every effort to
meet new people. Sure, you've been
back for a week already, and have
maybe even hooked up a few times, but
that's never enough for you. Don't
worry if you aren't successful in the
next few days, it takes a little while for
your scent to catch on. Just make sure
to shower regularly and you should be
okay.

TISCE.S
TE.5 19 - MAK 20
You've been on a wild streak this past
week, and frankly, it's scary. Your
friends are getting sick of hearing
about your latest conquests. Watch
what you say or you could get yourself
into trouble. Try talking to that one
special,person you've had your eye on,
rather than hooking up with all of his/
her friends. It will prove fruitful, and
save your reputation.

VIRGO
ALIG 25-5E.PT 2'2
This is your month to shine. And not
just off your nose. You've become a hot
little number and this year your birthday will be a very happy one. Things
will take an interesting twist for you
soon so be prepared for a good time.
But remember, you have to bake the
cake to lick off the frosting so you're
going to have to work a little bit, too.
But believe me, it will be a tasty cake.

ARIES

Ll&RA

MAR21 -APR I.

SEPT 25-OCT 22

This week will be big in terms of
staying true to yourself. Don't let the
crowd drag you into something you
aren't comfortable with. It's okay to
party, but why exhaust yourself in the
first month of school? This weekend
will be exciting so you better save your
energy! Friends will be amazed at your
skills after you rest Up, and will look to
you for future guidance.
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My, my, my. You've undergone many
changes since last year. Sometimes it's
hard to recognize you. Living in
memories is no good, but it's better
than not living at all, which is close to
what you've been doing. You're still
struggling to deal with the new person
that you are. But don't change too
much. You were good to start out with.

BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Editor

Well, we're back at Trinity for another
semester of good Hartford fun. We've all
had a week to adjust ourselves to our new,
and yet familiar, surroundings. It's become the same faces at the same bars
again and I don't hear anyone complaining. But here's a thought- remember
what this was like as a freshman? Remember how exciting the first night out
was? Your first beer, your first glimpse
of that dreamy person that you knew
would be yours at some point in time
before you graduated?
That wasn't so long ago that you can't
remember it, but long enough that
you've started to forget. Everyone says
that freshmen year is the worst year. Bottom of the heap, last rung on the ladder.
But did you ever think that maybe that
year was the only year when everything
would be new and nothing was really
your fault? If you screwed up, you didn't
know better. We were learning the rules
of the game back then, and now we play

Lounge. We've seen people graduate and
seen new classes coming in below us. We
joke and say how young they look, but
we were once just like them. And we are
not that much older. There are freshmen
who look older than me. There are freshmen who.are older than me.
Age wasn't important back then, but
it will be soon when we turn 23 and then
28 and then 40. When you're 18, you're
psyched to buy pornos. And that year,
you have all the free time in the world to
watch them. Now we do our homework
because the grades suddenly count.
Movies of any nature are saved for special occasions. In our free time, we sleep.
For the past two falls I have had here,
the most common question asked for the
first week or so was, "So what do the
freshmen look like? Any cute ones?"
Whether we like it or not, we were
checked out our freshmen year with the
same scrutiny that we check the freshmen class out.
There's something so much more flattering about being checked out rather
than being the one to check out. It's the

Or maybe you hooked up with that dreamy guy
you liked to stare at and staring at him just
really the same. You can never go back to the
things were when you were a freshmen and so
he.
it. I ask, what is truly better?
We are well-known for our attractive
community. Then why do we constantly complain about there being no
one attractive? Because these attractive
people are no longer attractive to us.
They are old faces, just like your face and
said Robert Queeney '99.
When we were freshmen, there were
so many people that we were attracted
to. And then slowly, we got to know
them, and they became friends. Or they
became hookups, or hookups of our
friends. And now they have names and
are no longer in the category of that guy
or girl.
You talked to that dreamy guy that
you liked to stare at and found out that
he had no brain to speak of, and that became a problem, Or maybe you hooked
up with that dreamy guy that you liked
to stare at and staring at him just isn't
really the same. You can never go back
to the way things were when you were a
freshmen and so was he.
When we were freshmen, it seemed as
if there was something to do every night.
Something really fun that everyone went
to. We spent a good amount of time getting ready to go out. We wore makeup.
We wore perfume and styled our hair.
We wanted to look good because we
didn't know many people and many
people didn't know us. "I wore cologne.
The expensive kind. But no more," said
David Chang '99. Now, there really is no
point.
We've pretty much seen people at their
worst. Seeing them at their best seems
futile. But do you remember how overwhelming it was to see hundreds of new
faces? Going out was an event from the
second we decided to do it, to the next
day gossiping over it. Going out is still
just as much fun, maybe even more so,
but it's just not that big of a deal anymore.
There really was no pressure for our
futures back then. We took one hundred
level courses in every field available. We
didn't need to have to declare a major in
a field that we would later use for the rest
of our lives in that thing called the "real
world". Most of us still don't know what
that "real world" is, but we no longer have
the ability to not worry about it. If we
screw up, we are screw ups.
We've lost Billy dogs and Gotham

that
isn't
way
was

whole, come-get-me-ra ther-than-mechasing-you sort of thing. "It's all about
being fresh meat," said Ashton Crosby
'01. And we all remember how exciting
it was when that senior asked us how we
were doing. They were bigger than us,
they still are, but they're no longer the
^&5pj£ that w.e gigged over.
'Frh not saying that since my freshmen
year, it has gotten worse. I think it keeps
getting better. But 1 went out the other
night and I wore makeup and perfume
and I even took the time to make sure
that my shoes matched my outfit.
Where I was going was nowhere new
and who I'd be seeing have all seen me
before. But just for a second, I remembered what it was like when everything
was new. We were empty slates and no
one knew us. I missed it a bit.
We all made tons of mistakes of freshmen year, We skipped our classes and
went drinking every night. We got out
of control, but it was okay. It was what
we were expected to do. Staying in on a
Thursday night was rare and on a Friday
night, a sin. There was too much to miss.
We spent the last eighteen years of our
lives sitting home on a Tuesday night
studying because for the most part, we
were not allowed to go out. "Last year, I
used to go out on Tuesdays just because I
never could before and I enjoyed them
very much," says Damon Francis'00. We
gained weight from junk food and lost
weight from malnutrition. We never
once thought that we were not going to
make it. We just did as we saw every
other freshmen do, and most of us are
still here.
Take the time to remember what it
was like when that dreamy guy was
only just a dreamy guy to look at and going out was something that you bragged
to your friends at home about. It won't
change anything, we've all come a long
way since our freshman year, but it
might make you appreciate all the little
things that we've just marked off as parts
of the community.
There are a lot of new rules imposed
and old ones enforced this year. But they
said the same thing our freshmen year
as well and they'll say the same thing
next year. These are supposed to be the
best times of pur lives, After we graduate we'll all be freshmen again but just
in a lot larger of a community., Maybe
by then, we'll look forward to it.
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Student Life at Trinity
Isn't Always a Party

Top Ten ReasojiSp^iy We Looked

d^Cito

Back

10. The new wall in The Cave. Architecture is fun.

BY EMILY OSBORNE

Features Writer

9. Vernon Place. The only dorm with a kegerator in it.
8. The plethora of black party pants and sweater sets from j . Crew.
7. Marty. Oh, well.
6. The new corridor of the West Farms Mall with stores dedicated
to the Trinity student.
5. # 5 .

•

• '

4. Seeing fraternity brothers-streak Hartford Police officers in front
of Vernon Hall.
3. Tryouts for the new cheerfeading squad. Go Bants!
2. A brand new mating season.
1. Sausage 2001.

.
"1
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At first, I thought it was kind of funny.
Something to make me laugh during a
typical summer work day. When my father found out about Trinity's ranking as
the number five party school in the
country, he immediately faxed me a copy
of the listing with a sarcastic comment
about the good use of his tuition money.
Everyone at work got a kick out of the
ranking too, and I was referred to as the
"party girl" for the rest of the summer.
.Everywhere I went people were talking
about Trinity's latest "accomplishment,"
but after a while, I got sick of the chuckles that accompanied the mention of
Trinity College. Overnight I went from
being a junior in college to a full fledged
alcoholic. "So, what are you studying....
the bar stool?" "Do you plan on going to
A A for your graduate degree?" Cute, very
cute.

We go to classes, we write our papers and take our
tests, we participate in clubs and services, and we
play sports. Most of us don't have time to go out on
a nightly basis.
Yes, I'll admit, many students at Trinity do drink, but show me a college
where students don't. I have friends at
other colleges that weren't honored with
a spot on this revered list, who couldn't
believe our ranking. When these friends
visit me here, they can't understand why
we don't have bars on campus, and how
we could possibly not have raging camTyscESSTBRfiTc
And how can it? We were the only
p ivate college in the top five and the
- '"l I y one with a student body under five
thousand. So why is it that schools that
practically offer alcoholism as a major

EVTEN5IOW-

were left off Princeton Review's survey,
and poor little Trinity was placed smack
dab in the middle?
While I admire the administrations
quick response to the survey in an attempt to salvage Trinity's reputation, it
is questionable whether the steps being
taken will prove effective. Will forbidding open containers in dorm hallways
really force students to drink less? Do we
even need to drink less?
Most of us at Trinity do not party on a
daily basis. Frankly, we have better
things to do with our time. We go to
classes, write our papers and take our
tests, participate in clubs and services,
and play sports. We don't have time to
go out on a nightly basis, in fact, we don't
always have time to go to a campus party
on weekends.
1 truly do not understand why Trinity
was targeted for this Princeton Review
ranking. In my years here, I have noticed
a vast decrease in the amount of party-

An lindcrgfadu^te Program

Spring, Summer, and Fall Sessions
Experience Springtime
In the Nation's Capital
• Learn From and Network Among
"Washington Insiders" .
• Live 3 blocks from the White House
• Produce Radio and TV Advertisements •
in Campaign Simulations
• Bike and Rollerblade by
DCs Cherry Blossoms
• Compete as Consulting Groups
on Strategic Lobbying Plans
Make Connections to
Launch YOUR CAREER
The Graduate
Sckool of
Management
GW is an equal opporlunity/alfirmolive action inslilulion

I.

*

ing students do. Steps were taken by the
administration to cut back on drinking
long before we reached the number five
status.
When I visited the campus before I
was even accepted, I saw a group of boys
watching a Trinity baseball game with
a keg between thepft, Now; Greek life has
been diminished, tid alc'd'hol is allowed
[prms, no kegs are allowed
^fe^andUbwweieaiVno,
bfs'Vrie hall\vay on a Saturday night with an open beer in our
hands.
Yet, even with these rules in effect,
Trinity is still branded a party school. In
fact, it would seem that the more rules
set forth by the administration, the worse
our reputation as party central becomes.
Now we even havejunior Fellows watching over us and the resident assistants
have become more like police officers
than students. It seems we can't do anything without two or three other people
waiting to turn us in.
While I may not agree with the conclusion drawn by the Princeton Review,
my main concern is that the administration may be taking this survey too seriously. What really ought to matter is
how well Trinity is ranked academically,
and according to USNews cv World Report, our academic standing is still
strong. Again, we have been ranked
among the top 25 best liberal arts colleges tying Oberlin and Hamilton for 22.
In the same report, Trinity received a
3.1 for our academic reputation, based on
a scale of 4.0. And, for those of you not
keeping up with your e-mail, Trinity was
awarded an honorable mention by the
Time/Princeton Guide for "College of the
Year." Apparently, Trinity students' ability to party hasn't affected our ability to
study.
While the efforts on the part of the
administration to change our party
reputation are applauded, the issue may
not need to be top priority. As students, *
we will still go to parties on the weekends, but we will also still go to classes,
write papers, and win sporting events.
We are not going to use our number
five ranking as an excuse not to fulfill
our academic obligations. With so much
focus on clearing our blemished reputation, it is forgotten that there is more to
student life than drinking.
We may party hard, but we work hard
too, and we have proven ourselves worthy of our honors for academics, despite
our tendency to kick back with a beer on
a Saturday night.

if
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DISTINGUISHED GUEST SPEAKER '

CBS News Correspondent and
Co-Editor of "60 Minutes"

Tuesday, September
7 : 3 0 ; p . m . •."••" /,,.. ..
Washington Room,
Free and open
to the public

Bradleys career has been
marked by numerous successes. ,
He at "60 Minutes" he has received
my Awards for his reports. In 1985he received an
often mis• . , award for "Schizophrenia," a report dealing with an
understood brain disorder and. how thousands go untreated.
Bradleys
cpverage'of the plight of Cambodian refugees won a
•.' Bradley joined CBS "News as a stringeVin the Paris bureau in
George
Polk
Award in Journalism, Most'recently,, Bradley was
- i 972 and shortly thereafter'Was>ounded while, on assignment
honored,
by
The
National Association of Black Owned
in Cambodia.- Lafe£>.i?75,> volunteered to.return to. ~ -. :
•Broadcasters
with'
the 1996 Pioneers ih Broadcasting Award.
/Indochina and:coye.jfed thi fall of Cambodia and Vietnam. • .

•

Ed Bradley has been %0 Minu
co-editor for the past 13 years. He
' been a principal correspondent for CBS
.^^
•' i Reports since September 1978, prior to which he serve
/CBS;News.White House correspondent. ' , . • . ; :",

^7';" ^Si-'-^H;- >.fK ."i*?K^
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Hours

LECTURES
Tuesday, Sept. 9

What??
No Around Trinity
this week???

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - SEPTEMBER 9,1997

7:00 PM

Professors Michael Niemann and Vijay
Prashacl.of the Political Science and International Studies department will present the first
panel discussion of Trinity's Decolonization
Project. Niemann will present "South Africa
and Southern Africa" while Prashad will discuss "The Efficacy of Lines: India/Pakistan &
Israel/Palestine." The lectures will take place
in Hamlin Hall and will be followed with a discussion led by Devin Pharr '00 and Anhoni
Patel '98. All are encouraged to attend.

Ferris Pool Hours:
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday: 10:30 AM to
3:30 PM and 6:00 PM to 11:00 PM.
Wednesday and Friday: 11:00 AM through
3:30 PM and 6:00 PM to 11:00 PM.
Saturday: 10:00 AM to 8:00 PM.
Sunday: 12:00 PM to A,,PM..

Mather Campus Center:
Sunday-Thursday: open 24 hours.

Thursday, Sept. 11

that is the only part
of the paper I read!!
Every week I turn to
find out what crazy
th ings are goingon
around the campus.

I think:

12:15 PM

Timothy Slotover '98 will discuss "Nazi Gold:
How Europe Robbed Victims of the Holocaust."
The lecture will take place during the Hillel/
Student/ Faculty/Staff lunch in Terrace Room
B, expected to run until 1:15 PM.

Monday, Sept. 15

4:30 PM

Raghubir Singh will present a lecture in
Hallden Hall entitled "Multiculture and Modernism: Can a new Language Develop? A photographers viewpoint of India." Singh has
published twelve books of photographs of India and has completed numerous photo essays
for National Geographic, the New York Times
Magazine and Smithsonian Magazine.

Friday-Saturday: 7:30 AM through 3:00 AM.

Underground:
Lounge opens September 15 between
11:00 AM 5:00 PM.
Coffee House will open September 21. Hours
are between 7:30 PM and 12 AM. All are welcome.

t

l::^dnesidayi;;Slp::i0

I couH write this
bettei them the idiot
will does it now*

Tuesdays, Sept. 16

i

•••.••;:

• • . • • ; , : :

7:00 PM

"Mapantsula" will be shown in McCook Auditorium as the first film of the Decolonization
series. Discussion directed by Jason Buechler
'05, and Erika Hall '98, will follow the film. All
are encouraged to attend.
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the stjj^p Jokes.
I wish I could have
a chance to write
this column

Now you can!!
The Tripod is hosting
a contest to find a
new writer for this
weekly column.
All you have to do to enter is
write a sample column with at
least 5 blurbs on campus
happenings.
Put your name, box number
and extension on your entry
and submit it through campus
mail or email at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
The deadline is Saturday,
September 13th by midnight

Interested in writing for
The Tripod?
Come to The Tripod meetings at
9:30 PM Tuesday nights in the
Basement of Jackson.

Welcome Back
Trinity!!!!!

CINESTUDIO
Spike and Mike's 1997 Festival of Animation Wed - Sat, Sept. 10 -13 7:30 PM
(not rated)
Sat, Sept. 13
2:30 PM
(1997) Animated shorts by Chris Landreth, Steven Fond, Thor Freudenthal, Bill Plympton, and more. Not unlike
Cinestudio, Spike & Mike's Festival of Animation was started on a shoestring by a group of crazy but dedicated guys
(and gals) back in the 70s, and grew into a faithful champion of alternative animation. This year the Festival is celebrating its 20th year, arid the party on the screen is nonstop! Check out a few of these all-ages gems: an ostrich has
delusions of grandeur in The Tenor, two flies play chicken with a bug zapper in Barflies, and a mail-order dog arrives a
little the worse for wear in Stiffy. And as a tribute to Nick Park, whose work was first showcased in the States by Spike
& Mike, look for the return of Wallace and Gromit in A Close Shave. 89 min.

All Over Me (R)

Fri - Sat, Sept. 12 -13 9:30 PM

(1997) Director: Alex Sichel, Screenplay by Sylvia Sichel. Cast: Alison Folland, Tara Subkoff, Cole Hauser. Riot
grrrls attitude rules the screen in the first film by sisters Alex (director) and Sylvia (writer) Sichel. Claude, a budding
lesbian who worships Patti Smith, is somewhat confused when her feelings for her (straight) best friend turn out to be
a little bit more than platonic. Alison Folland, (who played Nicole Kidman's dupe in To Die For), gives a soul-baring
performance as Claude, and Pat Briggs, lead singer of Psychotica, is just right as an older & wiser gay rocker. Fearlessly
entering the maelstrom of teenage desire, All Over Me joins the small but growing number of coming-of-age films
made by and about women. 90 min.
,

Gahbeh (not rated)

.

Sun, Sept. 14
2:30 PM
Sun-Tues, Sept. 14-16 7:30

PM
•
'
(Iran, 1996) Written, directed and edited by Mohsen Makhmalfbaf. Cast: Shaghayeh Djodat, Hossein Maharami,
Abbas Sayyahi. Creatively working around the censorship restraints of its government, Iranian cinema has won world-wide recognition for an explosion of sophisticated and poetic films. Gabbeh, a word meaning a Persian carpet that
tells a story with its images, is a haunting film that celebrates the stories and images of a nomadic Iranian clan. Gabbeh
is also the name of the main character, a woman whose love for a mysterious horseman is put on hold as her destiny
unfolds through images woven into a carpet. Watching the swirling colors of Gabbeh on Cinestudio's wide screen is a
rare delight. "A saga oj powerful passion, Like its subject, Gabbeh is women with art: -Lawrence Van Celder, NY Times
Official selection, New York and Cannes Film Festivals. 74 min.

-Compiled by Christine McCarthy-McMorris
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AIIBEV.
Lecture by Tony Kushner

Scottish Country Dancing

Musical - Theatre Revue Auditions

Playwright Tony Kushner will present a lecture entitled The Intelligent Homosexual's Guide
to Capitalism and Socialism. Kushner has received a Pulitzer Prize, two Tony Awards and two
Drama Desk Awards for his Broadway production Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes. In the lecture, Kushner will
discuss philosophical and political topics to encourage change. Kushner can be seen on Tuesday, September 16, at 7:30 PM at the Goodwin
Theater in Austin Arts Center. Admission is free.

Tuesdays through May 1998, the Greater
Hartford Scottish Country Dancers will be giving lessons to singles, couples and beginners
wishing to learn Scottish country dancing.
Admission is $4.00 . Please call 233-3210 or
658-1564 for more information.

Tuesday, September 9, between 6:30 and 10:00
PM and Wednesday, September 10, between 3:00
and 8:30 PM at Austin Arts Center 112. Students
must sign up for a 10 minute audition. Prepare a
Broadway style song in the desired key. Provide a
copy for accompanist.

Bushnell Exhibit
Recent work in watercolor and acrylics by
Robert Kramer and Frank Tassistro is at the
Bushnell. Exhibit runs between September 2
through November 7. Gallery hours are Wednesdays and Thursdays, 11:00 AM-3:00 PM or by appointment.

National College Poetry Contest
Spar-rowgrass Poetry Forum is offering a
grand prize of $500 in its new Distinguished
Poet Awards poetry contest. The contest is free
to enter and open toeveryone. Poets may enter
one poem only, 20 lines or less, on any subject
and any style. Contest closes September 30,
1997. Poems should be mailed to Sparrowgrass
Poetry Forum, Dept. JP, 609 Main Street, P.O. Box
193, Sistersville, WV 26175. You may also submit your poem electronically at:
http://www.tinplace.com/sparrow.

Caribbean Art at The Benton
The William Benton Museum of Art opens its
Fall season with the 32nd Annual Art Department Faculty Exhibition and Caribbean Connections: Images of Identity and Culture.
Caribbean Connections which shows art by
contemporary artists from Trinidad and Jamaica. Exhibit runs from September 2 through
October 17,1997. Museum hours are Tuesday to
Friday -10 AM to 4:30 PM, Saturday and Sunday1 PM to 4:30 PM. Admission is free. 245
Glenbrook Road, University of Connecticut,
Storrs. (860) 486-4520.

Puppetry Show
The Ballard Institute and Museum of Puppetry presents "Dragons, Giants, and other
Household Pets." The show runs through November 9,1997 at Wiilimantic Gallery, Weaver
Road off Route 44, Storrs. The show runs be-

Contra Dance
Friday, September 12,8-11 PM, First Church
of Christ, 12 South Main Street, West Hartford,
CT. Music by Christine Hale with Hotfoot.
Workshop at 7:30. Admission $8.00 (half price
for students with ID and first-time beginners).
No partner needed, all dances taught, beginners welcome. Call (860) 666-2124.

Farmington Fences
The Stanley-Whitman House invites the
community to "Farmington Fences: A Photographic Reminiscence." The exhibit features
images of late 19th and early 20th-century
fences. On display are reproductions and enlargements of antique photographs. The exhibit can be seen every Wednesday to Sunday
through October 1997 between noon and 4:00
PM. The Stanley-Whitman House is located at
37 Hie,h Street, Farmineton, CT. For more in-

Registration Deadline
All registration materials (Add/Dropschedules,
Personal Data Forms, and Special Registration
Forms) must be turned in to the Registrar by September 10 in person. Add/Drop schedules must
be signed by your advisor. You may submit forms
on Sept. 10 in the Washington Room between 9 AM
and 4 PM. Failure to submit forms will result in a
$100.00 late fee.

Welcome Back Extravaganza
Friday, September 12th at Vernon Place Social
Center featuring:
Trinity College Musical organizations from
5PMto8PM,
The Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble from
8 PM to 12 AM,
DJ from 12 AM to 2 AM.
Catering and beverages will be provided by The
Trout Brook Brewery compliments of SGA and the
Presidents office.

Exhibit of Wearable Clothing
Exhibit entitled "Anniversary Wear: Clothing to
Celebrate the Arts Center's 25th Year" opens September 13, at the Farmington Valley Arts .Center.
The exhibit shows hand-crafted clothing curated
by Patti Haskell of Pittsburgh's Gallery Wear, primarily featuring jackets, coats, sweaters, and silk
scarves designed by local and nationally known
artists. "Anniversary Wear" will be on display
through October 19, at Fisher Gallery which is
open Wednesdays through Saturdays -11 AM to 5

4 t o

formation call C

Now PLAYJNG
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, September 11
Prices: $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
She's so Lovely (R)
Money Talks (R)
Mimic (R)
Men in Black (PG13)
Leave it to Beaver (PG)
Kull the Conqueror (PG 13)
Hoodlum (R)
G.I.Jane (R)
George of .the Jungle (PG)
Fire Down Below (R)
Excess Baggage (PG 13)
Event Horizon (R)
Copland (R)
Conspiracy Theory (R)
Air Force One (R)

12:15 PM; 2:45 PM; 5:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 10:05 PM; 12:30 AM
12:35 PM; 2:35 PM; 4:35 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:25 PM
12:05 PM; 2;35 PM; 5:05 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:05 AM
1.10 PM; 3:20 PM; 5:30 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:45 PM; 11:50 PM
1:05 PM
12:00 PM; 2:00 PM; 4:00 PM; 6:00 PM
1:30 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:00 PM; 7:50 PM; 9:40 PM; 10:15 PM; 12:10 AM
1:20 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:55 PM; 12:20 AM
1:00 PM; 3:00 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:00 PM
12:00 PM; 2:20 PM; 3:00 PM; 4:40 PM; 5:30 PM; 7:20 PM; 7:50 PM;
9:45 PM; 10:05 PM; 12:00 AM; 12:25 AM
1:20 PM; 3:25 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:55 PM; 10:20 PM; 12:25 AM
9:20 PM, 11:20 PM
12:15 PM; 2:30 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:30 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:25 AM
12:55 PM; 3:40 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:20 AM
1:15 PM; 4:05 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:20 AM

Newington Cinemas - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Now Closed

Classifieds
Party, Meet People and Get Paid
Promote KODAK Spring Break
Trips
We'll pay you more than anyone
else...GUARANTEED!
NO RISK...we handle all the bookkeeping.

Call World Class Vacations
1-800-222-4432
Our 2ist year
*EXTRA INCOME '97 *
Earn $200 - $500 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For more information,
send a self addressed stamped envelope to:
Seabreeze Travel, P.O. Box 0188,
Miami, FL 33261

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
Credit card fund-raisers for fraternities,
sororities &c groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5000/VISA application. Call 1800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, September 11
Prices $3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
My Best Friend's Wedding (PG 13) 7:15. PM; 9:40 PM
Hercules (PG)
1:30 PM; 4:00 PM

SPRING BREAK '98
Sell trips, Earn Cash & Go Free!!!! Student
Travel Services is now hiring campus reps/
group organizers. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849. ..
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Trinity Pipes and Drums Reassembled on Campus
Bv GRAHAM MACRAE

Arts Writer

In 1957 a group of Trinity College students organized themselves into a
unique and exciting musical group. They
clothed their bodies, to the knees, in
heavy twilled wool, donned glengarry
bonnets for their heads and then lifted
pipe to lip and drum to hip and paraded
out of the practice hall as the Trinity
College Pipes and.Drums. They were a
marching band consisting of players of
Scotland's Great Highland Bagpipe and
drummers schooled in the distinctive
disciplined rhythms of Celtic drumming. These students, and Alumni, began a tradition on campus which lasted
for six years when it, sadly, fell victim to
a very turbulent period in our history.
This year will see a revival of this,
landmark group both on campus and in
the Hartford community. Again a group
of students has heard the calling of the
pipes and is organizing and learning the
arts of Piping and Drumming. Actually

damentals of the music and rhythms
and developed to the point where the
time had come to introduce the full instrument. Then came summer.
Yet in that short time the efforts and
enthusiasm of the students was recognized by the school administration, specifically by Trinity College President
Evan Dobelle. Because he wants this

ment, that will bring them pleasure and
adventure for decades to come. It is a
legacy in the fullest sense of the word. It
spins a silver thread between your past
and present keeping you rooted when
other things fail. In building the band
you build your College and in the process take the College with you every time
you play. Come join us!"

The band is building for the long haul and foresees a
bright future ahead of them.

They were a marching band consisting of players of
Scotland's Great Highland Bagpipe and drummers
schooled in the distinctive disciplined rhythms of Celtic
drumming.
the ground work began last year with the
efforts ofJames Baird (Class of 2000) and
a group of 12 students.
Gaining the support of SGA the group
purchased the basic tools of the craft and
started their studying under the instruction of Bruce Lazaroff and Norman
Jones. The bands first general interest
meeting was held last January in the
College Chapel and attracted the 'core'
group. These students worked very hard
over the next semester learning the fun-

structor," every school can have and support a standard brass marching band or
perhaps even a fife and drum band. But
tell everyone you have a Bagpipe and
Drum Corp on campus and you instantly become special For whether you
Love or Abhor the sound of a bagpipe no
one can remain indifferent to it. It draws
your attention and, in the process gives

project to succeed, he has helped the
Trinity Pipes and drums secure what it
needed most...Bagpipes and Drums. This
is as clear a message as can be passed
along to the students, faculty and
alumni, short of sky writing. GO FORTH
AND MAKE MUSIC! And in doing so the
students, who give any College it's identity, make TRINITY COLLEGE of Hartford Conneptiatit Stand out among its
peers "For let's face it," commented
Bruce Lazaroff, the bands Piping In-

your adrenal glands ever so gentle a
tweak. Any way you choose to describe
it a bagpipe band tuned well, dressed
smartly and playing well is a credit to the
players and College."
This year begins the push to take the
promise and to create the reality. The
corp of students from last year is returning and the tasks and recruiting begin
again. "The foundation was laid last
spring but this semester we will start
building above ground where all can
see." Lazaroff continued by saying," This,
in short, is the opportunity that awaits
those who elect to join these ranks."
The band is building for the long haul
and foresees a bright future ahead of
them. Whether playing for official
school functions or Ceileigh *(kay-lee)
style at a social gathering Pipers and
Drummers are always welcomed. "And
when your College days are over," remarks Norman Jones, the bands drumming instructor, "and you move out into
the world your time spent on the sports
field will always remain recorded for all
time in your yearbooks, your efforts for
the school periodicals and community
will also carry forward in a legacy of bylines and events. Those who leave the
band leave with a life skill, and an instru-

The Band meets every Monday
evening at 7:00 PM downstairs in Austin Arts room 101. Prior musical training
is NOT required but, of course, it won't
hurt. We are looking for pipers and, most
especially, drummers. If your not sure of
which instrument appeals to you, come
on down anyway and check us out.

low Budget Thursday?
AT THE BRICKYARD

Bottles
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The Annual Freshman Show Rocked Trinity
BY REBECCA COLE

Arts Writer

Trinity's four a cappella groups held
their annual Freshman Show on Friday.
The goal of the show is to introduce the
freshman class to the styles of the groups
before each of them has tryouts. The
show drew a large crowd, representing
all classes, not just freshmen.
After Dark, one of Trinity's all male a
cappella groups, opened the show with
their crowd-pleasing medley of "Mr.
Bassman," "Girls," and "Love You Like I
Do." Soloists Tyler Booth '97, Jeff Pyle '97
(two of the returning alumni, along with
Harun Young '97), director Aaron Kuney
'99 and Brian Jackson '00 were strong.
Kuney, especially, exuded charisma and
humor during his solo in "Girls." Their
next song "If I Ever Fall In Love," with
soloist Jay Williams '99, sounded generally good, but in this song it became clear
that the group's small numbers and understandable lack of vocal parts were
making performance difficult. The
group did well, however, even with the
small number of alumni who returned.
Their final song, "Roll the Dice," which
is a group original, was engaging.
The next group was the all-female
Trinitones. As this reviewer is a member
of this particular a cappella group, it is
difficult to be objective. The review of

this group is compiled, therefore, from
audience comments made after the
show. The Tones, joined by alums
Monique Daragjati '97 and Tanya Jones
'97, entered with the "Star Spangled Banner," a fairly traditional way for them to
take the stage. Director Amie Duffy '98
then sang the solo in the always-popular "Natural Woman," drawing cheers
from the crowd. "Bring It On Home To

Barenaked Ladies song "Hello City." Soloists Matt Morse, Cosmo Fattizzo, and
Ryan Moore, all class of '98, sounded
strong and had great stage presence. Director Chris Moses, also class of '98,
sounded confident and at ease on his difficult falsetto scatting vocal line. There
was simply too much of the scatting,
however, and this distracted from the
song's melody.

A cappella is a long-standing tradition at Trinity, and
the class of 2001 should realize how lucky they are
to attend a college as small as Trinity with four great
a cappella groups.
Me," the next song, featuring soloist Sara
Jaffe '98, had a false start, but the second
try sounded, according to audience
members, full and confident. For the final song, "Hazy Shade of Winter," the
Tones invited two members of the class
of '96, past director Lee Hagopian and
Claire Nelson, to take the stage. All appeared glad to sing with these alums
again. "Hazy," while energetic, sounded
"a little rusty" to one audience member.
Overall, the audience seemed to enjoy the
Tones' performance.
The Accidentals, Trinity's younger allmale group, took the stage third, joined
by alum Chris Mogan '97. They started
off with a strong rendition of the

Their second song, "Moondance,"
lacked energy at first but picked up as
the song progressed. Moses sang the solo,
which fits his voice like a glove. Their
final song, the athletic and difficult
"Twelfth Street Rag," sounded tight, and
their light choreography seemed to go
over well with tthe crowd. The
Accidentals sounded very strong, even
with their small numbers.
The coed group the Trinity Pipes, the
oldest group on campus and the hosts of
the freshman show, took the stage last,
joined by alumni Ray Jones, Matt
Medeiros and Joe Tranquillo, class of '97.
Entering with their theme song and clad
in their traditional white and navy, they

looked classic and well put-together.
Their first song, one of their Freshman
Show traditions, was "Lullaby of Broadway." They were energetic and had
bright smiles throughout this number.
The second song, "You Are My Only
One," had a few tuning problems, but
their voices blended well. For their final
song, the Pipes standard "Home Again,"
the group called up alum Jamie Talbert
'95 from the audience. Pretty solos by
Simeon Ketchum "00 and Amy Cook '98
rounded out the song, which nonetheless
had some tuning problems due to loss of
parts with last year's graduating seniors.
Co-direetors Cook and Kristen Graham, both class of '98, seemed to have the
group's attention. The Pipes came across
as a group that has a grea t respect for tradition, but also a group who can have fun
in concert.
The Freshman Show's purpose, to give
new students a welcome to Trinity and
an idea of the styles of the College's four
a cappella groups, was accomplished on
Friday.
While all of the groups had their problems, largely due to a roll-over of members after graduation, the audience
seemed to enjoy the concert immensely.
A cappella is a long-standing tradition
at Trinity, and the class of 2001 should
realize how lucky they are to attend a
college as small as Trinity with four
great a cappella groups.

A New Student Dance Company Born at Trinity
ffv LAUREN MOORE

Arts Writer

After much anticipation, there are
plans for a new student dance company.
Dancers.and,,:faculty met last night in
Seabury 47 to discussthe company. Judy
Dworin, a professor of Theater & Dance,
began the discussion. Other professors

p y 'Matty:students taJce
dance classes but never get to perform,
and performance is such a key element
in an artform such as dance.
However, performance is hard for the
dancers when there is no audience or a
disrespectful audience. The actors and
dancers at Trinity would like a larger audience. However, more importantly is
the manner in which the present audience behaves. Last year I attended many
performances where audience members
left during intermission or worse, left
while the dancers were performing. I
was disgusted by this behavior because
it didn't separate dance and theater as

wanted the company to become. At the
moment the company doesn't even have
a name. The only set rule is that to be a
part of the company, one must be enrolled or auditing at least one dance technique class. Also, rehearsals for the dance
pieces will be on Monday nights at 8PM
in Seabury 47.
The professors discussed their

The faculty also have thoughts of taking the company
to the ACDFA(American College Dance Festival
Association) where Trinity students will get a chance
to perform as well as see other schools.
in the Theater & Dance department who
were present were Karen Bacon, Kathy
Gersten, Deborah Goffe, Kat Powers, performing arts technical director David
Starkey, and technical assistant Christopher Hudacs.
The meeting was an informal discussion about where the company was

thoughts on the company. They are already working to get guest choreographers to come to Trinity and
choreograph. David Starkey said that he
would like to see "a wholely supported
student company" where the students
take part in costume design and scenery.
The faculty also have thoughts of taking

Interested in the Arts?
Write for the Arts Section of
the Tripod!
Review Shows, Exhibits, and Performances.

For more information call
Isabel at x3125or contact the
Tripod Office.

Performance is hard for the dancers when there is no
audience or a disrespectful audience.
the company to the ACDFA(American
College Dance Festival Association)
where Trinity students will get a chance
to perform as well as see other schools.
Performance is a main objective of the

artforms. Sarah Schneck('OO) expressed
the feelings of the group when she said
the she would like to see the Trinity
community's support for this new dance
company.

Coming up at the AAC
The Studio 47 Scries
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Men's Soccer Kicks Into Gear
Bv AMANDA TUCKIR

Sports Writer

It is hard to believe that it is
September again and we are all
back at school, but some of us
have been back longer than others. The men"s soccer team traveled across the Atlantic to visit
Holland for two weeks and work
on their soccer skills. John
Harrelson '99 put it simply
when he said, "It was great." The
- team which consisted of the returning upperclassmen played
six games on their European
tour and ended up fairing quite
well.
The purpose of the journey
was for the team to meet up
against some tough "top amateur division team." Of the six
teams, four were from Holland,
one from Germany, and one
from Japan, providing an all
around great international flavor These teams are only a step
below professional teams and
the Trinity Bantams represented themselves, Trinity, and
the United States very well.
The weeks were well spent as
the team got comfortable with
each other as well as gaining
valuable experience. Upon asking a team member what he
saw and what was his favorite
part of the trip, he replied, "I
loved eating bread and cheese
every day for two weeks."
Then the team came back to
reality and the practices on
their ownhomefield. They have
already had one scrimmage
against the Yale Varsity team

and will scrimmage Amherst at
home on Tuesday. In the game
against Yale, the Bantams lost 20 and seemed disappointed in
the game, thinking that they
could have played better. One
bright spot for the game was the
play of forward Jay Fernandez
'99.
The team will look to
Fernandez, Mike Wilson '00
and John Jenkowski '00 to put
in the goals for them on offense
while counting on returning
midfielders Daniel Rudolph '00,
David Aucoin '98, and Nate Potter '00. The defense is led by one
of the tri-captains and a great
athlete, Jon Freeman '98. Freeman has been a force since he
was a freshman and opponents
cringe when they see his hulking body come anywhere near
them.

Kickin' It With New Coach

The defense also consists of
one sophomore, Alden Maddox
and two juniors, Andy Hayes
and another captain Mike
Dudevoir- both of whom have
also played integral parts in the
Trinity team since coming to
school.
The last position on the field
is being contended for by two
juniors. Craig Anderson and
Paul Coniglio are both working
hard to keep the team tough in
the net.
The team should also see help
from some freshman and they
seem confident that they will
do better than last year. The
team has brought their passing
game to a new level so with
their new attitude and new look
the team will face the Coast
Guard on the 13th in their first
game of the season.

continued from Page 20
finished the game with a 1-1 tie.
This is a pretty impressive result for a team that a year ago
was struggling with Division •
HI teams. In the second scrimmage, the Bantams shutout nationally ranked Wellesley and
finished the game in a 0-0 tie, •
The team has been aided by'
several other accusitioris in addition to Coach Smith. Last
year's team, suffered due to adelapidated offensive attack
arid inexperience in the goal
This year's offensiveattack will
rely primarily on three almost
new faces,
Sophomore Meredith Papa Is
playing in her first season and
Martinelli returns after a semester abroad. The Bantams
will also rely on freshman

.Marissa Ediefor an added scoring punch.
Colleen, Kirby, normally a
full back, was forced into
goalkeepirjg duties last season
where she performed admirably and demonstrated an intense desire to win. This year
the team welcomes Michelle
Forte, who is coming off a national championships in
highschool. Her experience in
the goal should really bolster
the poignant Bantam defense.
The defense was the silver
lining in last years cloudy season* Last year's MVP Glenn returns as does Tri-Captain
McGlyrm.
In the midf ield,
the Bantams return several key
players from last year's team
including Lazier and Robin
Mack'99.

Cross-Country In Stride
contin uedfrom Page 20
brings with her experience that
will add to this effective group
of seniors.
Junior Kimberly Mendell returns after an intensive summer training program and will
benefit the team greatly. Also
returning are juniors Susan
O'Hare and co-captain Yolanda
Flamino. Nicole Hanley, also of
the class of '99, is a great addition to the team, as she is expected to make a considerable
impact. Sophomores Fran Spina
and Mariah Titlow will also be
influential on this team that
looks to be extremely strong
thus far,
.
This nucleus will be nicely
complemented by the freshmen
athletes on the team. This

group includes Mara Kieth, Ann
Mary Lukas, and Alexandria
Murallo. These women fit in
well with the team, as far as experience goes, and are expected
to help the women's team continue to advance in the conference rankings. Last year the
womens team missed traveling
to the National NCAA race by
one position and can not help
but to consider the possibility
of acheiving that goal. However,
it will be difficult and is three
months away, so the team is
now focusing on more tangible
goals at the current time.
The teams will compete in
their first race this Friday, September 12. against Connecticut
College and Wesleyan University in Middletown.

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
NO CREDIT, NO JOB, NO PARENT-SIGNER, NO SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • n o income?
You Can Quality To Receive
Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

MM
l want

Credit Cards immediately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name
Address..
City.... .....
Signature

State

....

Zip.,

Tired of Being Turned Down?
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Come Watch Your
Friends Kick Some Butt
September 111997
Women's Tennis at Mount Holyoke, 3:30PM
September 13,1997
Women's Tennis vs. Amherst, 11:00AM
Men's Soccer vs, Coast Guard, 11:00AM
Women's Soccer at Amherst, 11:00AM
Football Scrimmage vs. Colby, Away, TBA
Cross Country vs. Connecticut College and
Wesleyan at Wesleyan, TBA

H

Congratulations
The Women's Lacrosse
Team was awarded the
scoring offense award
for their consistantly
high scoring during the
1996 season. This award
goes to the Division III
team that scores the
most points throughout
the year.
There will be a meeting for all new and returning female lacrosse players on
I Friday September 12 from 6:15-6:45 in the Tansill Sports Room in Ferris. Call |
Robin Sheppard at x2059 for more information.

UUrite for the Tripod
Sports Section!!!!
I The Tripod Sports Editors are looking for writers
to cover fall sports. Writers can cover a sport
throughout the season, or write features when
they have time. The first Tripod meeting is tonight
at 9:30 in the Jackson basement. Contact Fred at
x6659 or Carolyn at x3293 if you're interested.
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CALL x2589 with
WINNING ENTRY AND

WIN A6-PACK.
Bantams in the Spotlight
NATALIE
BRADMANNAL,yS
mm ys
ASHLAND, MA
MANHATTAN BEACH, FOOTBALL
CA, VOLLEYBALL
KARAS, THE LONE SENIOR ON THE VOLLEYBALL MANNAL, A SENIOR VEFENS/VE TACKLE ON
TEAM, HAS BEEN A TREMENDOUSMOTIVATORON THE FOOTBALL TEAM, HAS SPENT HIS
A VOLLYEBALL TEAM THAT IS COMPOSED OF SIX SUMMER REHABIN6 THE ELBOW THAT HE
FRESHMAN AND FOUR SOPHOMORES. ALEADER WSLOCATEd DURING THE SECOND GAME OF
ON OFFENSE AND DEFENSE, SHE ISA GREAT
m m6 SEAS0N\ mmL
ms
LmED
INSPIRATION, ACCORDING TOHEAD VOLLEYBALL DOMINATING AT TIMES IN PRACT/E AND IS
COACH FRAN VANDERMEER.
POISED TO LEAD THE BANTAMS IN THE NEW
SEASON.
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Bantam Football Prepares To Tackle New Season
Bv LEVI LITMAN
Senior Editor

Coming off of a thrilling 7-1
season last fall, in which Trinity shocked Williams and
Middlebury with come from
behind victories, the Bantams
seek to continue their winning
ways this year. However, they
enter the season having lost the
focus of last year's offense in star
halfback, Ray Jones. In addition
to averaging almost 160 yards
per game rushing, Jones also led
the team in punt and kick returns.
However, senior quarterback,
Joe Mullaney, a three year
starter, will lead the offense
with his experience. The Bantams are 13-2 in games that
Mullaney
has
started.
Mullaney's main threat is on the
ground, as last year he set a new
Trinity record of yards rushing
by a quarterback with 374. His
arm does contain big play potential, as almost one third of
his passes completed went for
gains of twenty or more yards.
Mullaney's main target will
be speedy Rob Kane '98 who is
coming off an injury which
k hi
fa£$
son last year Track sprinterJ.R
Faget '99 should also see some
time at split end. Expect freshman tight end Peter Hammond
to be involved in downfield pat-

pressive in practices and scored
the only touchdown in
Saturday's blue-gold scrimmage.
Three returning starters in
center Brian Blanchard '00, left
guard Mike Benoit '99, and right
tackle Greg Tirrell '99 will anchor the Trinity offensive line.
Kenyon Murphy '00 and freshman Jay Civetti will fill out the
rest of the starters.
Traditionally a strong part of
the team, the defense hopes to
improve on last year's performance of opponents averaging
just under 17 points per game.
The front seven shut down opponents running to under three
yards per carry a year ago, allowing the Bantams rushing
offense to be more than twice
that of their opponents.
This will be one of the most
experienced units of the team as
all of the top defensive linemen
return this year. Mike Werlau,
'99, who led the team with six
sacks last year will see time at
defensive tackle along with seSPORTS INFORMATION
Tri-Captain Joe Mullaney takes
nior Brad Mannal, who had an
aim at a senior season.
excellent sophmore year, but
certainly seethe ball more this was injured in the second game
terns, as well.
last year, and Blue Eaves '00.
Last year, the strength of year.
Senior Tom Kaija and junior Nate Barad '00 and Santos
Trinity's offense was in their
i will be the Mates '99, who combined for 41
.WckEield. •WVUs.titeViS.&rft.
rK Bantams
B t a s tackles a year ago, will play the
Jones will hurt, senior co-cap- Halfbacks in rKe
multi-flex
offense
which
fea- ends.
tain Greg Gagne, a tremendous
Senior co-captain Ryan Burch
blocker at fullback, who was tures three running backs.
third on the team last year with Maccarini, who played wide re- returns after being second on
289 yards in just 37 carries, will ceiver last year, has been im- the team with 100 tackles last

year. Burch, who will play inside linebacker, expects to see
many different defensive packages this year.
"We want to put pressure on
other teams and make things
happen with our blitz," said
Burch. "Our blitz can lead to big
plays that can change the momentum of a game." Brian
LaHaie '00 and either Colin
Lynch '98 or Dave Phelps '00
will be the outside linebackers.
Senior Craig Borsari, a 1996
NESCAC All-Star, will return to
cornerback for the fourth consecutive year. Last year, he led
the Bantams with four interceptions in addition to contributing 50 tackles.
Pat Wenger '99 will start
again this year at the other
cornerback position. Expect
Sean Cooney '99 to be active at
strong safety, while Sean Joyce
'00 will start at free safety.
Trinity, with three Division HI
preseason All-Americans, in
Burch, Borsari, and Mannal, has
been predicted to finish second
in the NESCAC
Mullaney's option threat and
big play pass potential should
keep opposing defenses guessing. In addition, Coach Don
Miller's track record is impeccable Coach Miller's record,
167-68-5 in thirty years at Trinity, places him sixth on the all
time list for most victories in
Division 111.

Mr. Smith Comes to Trinity
BY FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

After a disapointing 1996
campaign, the Women's Soccer
Team has made some dramatic
changes in hopes of rejuvenating its program. Over the summer the team strengthened
their staff by adding Mike
Smith as the new head coach
while Maureen Pine will remain on the sidelines with the
team as she has for the last 11
seasons.
Smith has coached at the
high school and college levels as
well as playing at UConn when
he was as student. Smith's experience and knowlege of the
game have earned him rave reviews from his new players. Senior Tri-Captains Colleen
McGlynn, Jen Martinelli and
Sarah Bettencourt collaberated
in describing their new head
coach. "He is putting his heart
and soul into the team and is
really teaching us a lot. This season is already a success without
even having played a game. The
way he approaches everything
from conditioning to motivation has really helped our team."
Defensive superstar and last
year's MVP Courtney Glenn'99
commented ,"Qur skills have really improved since his arrivial.
He really focuses on skill works
and is an excellent motivator."
Shelly Lozier '99 believes the

Senior Tri-Captain Colleen McGlynn
bolsters new look women's soccer team.

biggest change from last year is
the change in style. "He is a
possesion coach who likes us to
keep the ball at our feet and really control the pace of the
game."
The changes have already
reaped benefits for the Bantams.
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The team took on Brown and
Wellesley in a pair of scrimmages this past Saturday.
Brown, a.Division I school, was
rendered helpless by the powerful Bantam defense. After a
Martenelli goal, the Bantams
See KICKIN'on Page 18

